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ABSTRACT.  Let  S  be  the  familiar  class  of  normalized  univalent  functions  in
the  unit  disk.  Fekete  and  Szegö  proved  the  well-known  result
max  \a3  -  Ao?|  =  1 +  2e"2A/(1-A)
fes
for  A  6  [0, 1].   We  consider  the  corresponding  problem  for  the  family  C  of
close-to-convex  functions  and  get
Í3-4A  if  A  €[0,1/3],
l/3  + 4/(9A)    if A €  [1/3,2/3],
1  if A 6  [2/3,1].
As  an  application  it is shown  that  | \a¡  | —  |<i21  I <  1 for close-to-convex  functions,
in  contrast  to  the  result  in  S
max||o3|  -  |a2|  | =  1.029...  .
fes
1.  Introduction.  Let  S  denote  the  family  of univalent  functions  /  of the  unit
disk,  normalized  by
(1)  f(z)  =  z +  a2z2  +  a3z3  +  ■■■  .
Let  Si  denote  the  subset  of  starlike  functions,  i.e.  functions  that  have  a  starlike
range  with  respect  to  the  origin.  Further  let  C  denote  the  family  of close-to-convex
functions,  which  have  been  introduced  by  Kaplan  [4].  A function  /,  normalized  by
(1),  is called  close-to-convex  if there  exist  a  starlike  function  g and  a  real  number
a,  such  that
Re(eiazf'(z)/g(z))  >  0,        a  €] -  tt/2,  tt/2[.
It  turns  out  that  a  function  is close-to-convex  if and  only  if it  maps  the  unit  disk
univalently  onto  a  domain  whose  complement  is the  union  of half-lines,  which  are
pairwise  disjoint  up  to  possibly  equal  tips  (see  [6-7,  1]).
A  well-known  function  of this  kind  is the  Koebe  function  k with
which  maps  the  unit  disk  onto  the  complement  of the  half-line  ] —  oo, —1/4],  as  the
last  representation  shows.
Many  extremal  problems  within  the  class  S  are  solved  by  the  Koebe  function.
On  the  other  hand,  the  Koebe  function  satisfies
_  |a3 -  Aall = ¡3 -  4A|,
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whereas  Fekete  and  Szegö  showed  [3]
max|o3-Aa2.|  =  l  +  2e-2A/(1-A)
fes  n
for A G [0,1],
For  A — 0,1  the  Koebe  fonction  gives  the  maximum,  but  there  is no  Ao G]0,1[
such  that  the  functional  |ci3 — A0a2|  is maximized  by  k.  We  shall  show  that
max  1(23  —  Acz2,!  =  3 —  4A
fee'
for  A £  [0,1/3],  so that  for close-to-convex  functions  the  situation  is quite  different.
This  result  implies  furthermore  that
max||a3|  -  |a2|  | =  1,
JcC-
in  contrast  to  the  known  estimate  in  S,
max||a3|  -  |o2||  =  1.029...
fES
(see  e.g.  [2, Theorem  3.11]).  Moreover  we show  that
,  l/3  + 4/(9A)    if A  €[1/3,2/3],
max  |fl¡3 — Aa,|  =  .
fee1  2I       U  if A G [2/3,1].
2.  Preliminary  results.  Here  we give some  lemmas  which  will  be  used  in the
next  section  to  solve  the  main  problem.
Recall  that  a function  /  is called  close-to-convex  of order  ß if there  exist  a starlike
function  g and  a  real  number  a,  such  that
]axg(e™  zf'(z)  / g(z))\<ßir/2.
LEMMA 1 (see [5, Lemma  1]). Let f  EC.   Then the function  h,  defined by
(2)  h'(z)  =  (f'(z2))x'2,         h(0)=0,
is  an  odd  close-to-convex  function  of  order  1/2.
LEMMA 2  (see  [8, p.  166, formula  (10)]).  Let p(z)  =  1 + piz  +  p2z2 -\-   and
Rep  > 0.  Then
\p2-p2/2\<2-\pi\2/2.
LEMMA 3.   Let g(z)  =  z +  b2z2 +  b3z3 -I-e  St.   Then
|&3  —  A6|j <max{l,|3-4A|}
which is sharp  for  the  Koebe function  k  if \X —  3/4|  >  1/4  and for  (k(z2))x^2 =
z/(l-z2)  i/|A-3/4|  <  1/4.
PROOF.  Because  g G St,  the  function
zg'(z)/g(z)  =  l +  b2z +  (2b3 -  b\)z2  +  ■  ■  ■  =  1 + piz(3)  + p2z2  +  ■■■
has  positive  real  part,  so that  \p2 —  \p\]  <  2 —  |pi|2/2  by Lemma  2.  Let  now  A G C.
Then  by  (3) we have
l*>3  -  Aôi| =  ¿|p2  +  (1 -  2A)p2| =  \  |p2 -  \p\  +  (|  -  2A) p2|
<i(2-I|p1|2  +  |l-2A||p1|2)2.
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If now |A-3/4|  < f,  then
|63-A62|<i(2-i|p1|2  +  I|p1|2)  =  l.
On  the  other  hand,  if  |A — 3/4|  >  4,  then  we  use  |pi|  <  2  (see  e.g.  [8,  Corollary
2.3]), and get
|63-A62|<l  +  i(||-2A|-I)|p1|2
<  1 +  |3-4A|  -1=  |3-4A|.     D
3.  Main  results.  The  first  step  of the  solution  of the  Fekete-Szegö  problem  for
close-to-convex  functions  is the  special  case  A =  1/3.
THEOREM  1.   Let  f(z)  =  z +  a2z2 + a3z3 -{-EC.   Then  \a3 -  ¿a^|  <  §.
PROOF. Let  /  G C.  Then  by Lemma  1 the  function  h, defined by (2), is an odd
close-to-convex  function  of order  1/2.
For  such  functions,  the  author  gave  sharp  bounds  on  the  coefficients  (see  [5,
Theorem  1]), in  particular,  the  fifth  coefficient  of h is bounded  in modulus  by  1/2.
On  the  other  hand  the  fifth  coefficient  of h is given  by  iq(o,3 — \a2),  which  implies
the  result.      D
The  next  corollary  follows  easily  from  the  theorem  using  |ci2|  <  2  (see  e.g.  [2,
Theorem  2.2]).
COROLLARY  1.   Lei A G [0,1/3].   Then
max  |c¡3 —  Xa2,]  =  3 —  4A.
fee
The  maximum  is  attained  by the  Koebe function.
Another  consequence  of  the  theorem  is  the  following  result  about  successive
coefficients  of close-to-convex  functions.
COROLLARY  2.   Let f  G C.  Then  \\a3]-]a2]]<l.
PROOF.  It  is well known  that  |ci2| —  |tZ31  <  1 for all /  G S  (see e.g.  [2, Theorem
3.11]).  Moreover,  if |a2|  <  1, then  also  ]a3\ —  ]a2] <  1 (see e.g.  [2, proof  of Theorem
3.11]).  Now let  /  G C  and  |a2|  G [1,2].  Then  Theorem  1 implies  that
|a3|  -  |o2|  <  ]a3  -  ±ci2|  +  ¿|a2|2  -  |a2|
<§  +  I|a2|2-|a2|<l,
as  \a2\  is in  the  above  range,     ü
The  following  notation  will be  used  throughout  the  paper.  For  f(z)  =  z + a2z2 +
a3z3  +  ■  ■  ■  G C  there  is  a  representation  of the  form
(4)  f(z) = iQ-m z
with  some  function  g(z)  =  z +  b2z2 +  b3z3 +  ■  • ■ €  St  and  some  function  p(z)  =
l+Piz  + p2z2-\-such  that  Re(etap(z))  >  0,  a  e\-ir/2,ir/2[.  Then  the  function
p(z)  =  1 + piz  + p2z2 H-,  defined  by
(5)  pn  =  cosa  ■  e~ia  ■  pn,         n  G N,
has  positive  real  part.  Comparing  coeffficients  in  (4)  we get
3a3  =  b3+pib2+p2,         2a2  =  b2+pi,
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so that
(6)  a3 -  Xa\ =  \(b3 -  \Xb\)  +  |(p2  -  f Ap2)  + p162(§ -  A/2).
Now  we consider  the  case  A =  2/3.
THEOREM  2.   Let  f(z)  =  z =  a2z2 +  a3z3 +  ■  ■  ■  G C.   Then  ]a3 -  |a||  <  1.
PROOF.  From  (6) it follows that
From  (5) we get
03-Hi  <  3-|&3-è62l + 5lP2 kftl
V2 \p\  =  cosa  • e  ia(p2 1 cosa  ■  e  iap\)
=  cosae  ta(p2  -  \p\  +  pp\),
where  \2p\2  =  \1 —  cosa  • e  ia\2  — sin2 a.  Now  we  get  with  the  aid  of Lemmas  2
and  3 that
03 <  2 +  g cos a  | iPil +  -  cos a|  sin a|  ——
<  1 —  cos a \Pi\\ Isinal)  <  1.
An  easy  consequence  using  |a3 -  a2|  <  1 is
COROLLARY  3.   lei  A G [2/3,1].  Then
max|cz3  — Aan I =  1.
fee'  Jl
The  maximum  is  attained  by the function  (k(z2))x/2.     D
We remark  that  Theorem  2 provides  a direct  proof  of |a3|-|a2|  <  1 for |o2|  <  3/2
(compare  with  the  proof  of Corollary  2),  namely
N  -  |o2|  <  \a3 -  §a||  +  ||o2|2  -  |a2|
<l  +  ||a2|2-|a2|  <1
if \a21  G [0,3/2].
It  remains  to  consider  the  case  A G]l/3,2/3[.
THEOREM 3.   Let AG]l/3,2/3[.   Then
max|a3-Aa2|  =  i  +  A.
The  maximum  is  attained  by the function  f,  which  is  defined  by
1
f'(z) (l-z)<
tl-^  + (i-vl  + z
1 1 /(0) = o,
where t =  2/(3A)  -  1.
PROOF.   Consider  equation  (6).   We use  the  estimate  |63 -  \Xb\\  <  3(1 -  A),
which  comes  from  Lemma  3, further  equations  (5)  and  |62| <  2, getting
a3 —  Xal\ < 1 —  X  +
cosa *-*  \  —  in     2 V2 — -Acosa  • e     p\ I 3 -  A  j  |pi|.
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Writing  IA cos a  ■  e~ia  =  1 — p,  we  have
|2aí|2 =  |l-§Acosa-e-"*|2  =  1 -  (3A -  f A2)  cos2 a,
which  implies  with  the  aid  of Lemma  2 that
P2-Acosa  • e  iap2
4 <2+^-  Ll-  Ux-  jA2
so that—using  the  notations  y :=  cosa  and  p :=  |pi|—it  follows  that
.3.^       ,  , ..I  2  ,  P2 /   /,      {„      9%^„Q      A   , _    2 |o, _ Aa2| <l-A  + 2/l-  + ^-IWl-^3A-  ^2  j  y2 -  1 I + p ^  -  A
= : Fx(p,y).
For  further  simplification  we  shall  use  the  notation  7  :=  2 —  3A.
Now  we shall  show  that  F\  attains  its  maximum  value  for  (p, y)  G [0,2]  x  [0,1]
at  the  point  (4/(3A) -  2,1).  Observe that
Suppose  now  that  F\  attains  its  maximum  value  at  an  interior  point  (po,Vo)  G
]0,2[x]0,1[.  Then  the  partial  dérivâtes  dF\/dp  and  dF\/dy  must  vanish  at  (pn, yo).
The  equality  (dFx/dp)(p0,y0)  =  0 gives the  relation
)/"-(«-?»)<-»--£.
3A--A    h/o  =  — --2--
(8)
so that
Now, (dFx/dy)(po,y0)  =  0 implies
2  7Po _  Po(27/Po  -  Tfa/Pp)
3  6  6(l-7/po)       '
so that,  by  solving  the  quadratic  equation  for  pn,  we get
(9)  7Po =  2 (l  -  v/1 -  I2)  ■
Therefore,  at  (po,yo)  the  value  of F\  becomes,  using  (8)  and  (9),
Fx(Po,Vo)  = 1-X  + y(l  + l{1-  Vl-72)J
(10)
< 4 + 7 -  y/l  -  72
3
because  y <  1.
Since  A G]l/3,2/3[,  the  number  7 lies between  0 and  1 so that  there  is some  6 G
]0,7t/2[  with  7 =  cos 6 and  \/T  -  72 =  sin¿>. The  evident  inequality  1 <  cos<5  + sinc5
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implies
2 —  cos 6 <  1 + sin 6
=> (2 -cos(5)(l  -  sine)  <  1 -  sin2 6 =  cos2 6
=> (2 -  7)  (l  -  y/l  -  l2)  <  72
=►  (2 -  7) (4 + 7 -  x/l  -  72)  < 6 -  7
4 + 7 -  y/j - 72        1         _J_  _ 1       JL
3  3     3(2-7)       3     9A'
Thus,  using  (7)  and  (10),  we get  a contradiction  to  our  assumption  that  F\  attains
its  maximum  value  at  (po, yo), so that  the  maximum  must  be  attained  at  a boundary
point.
In  both  cases  y  =  0  and  p  =  0  an  easy  computation  shows  that  the  maximal
value  (7)  is not  attained.  If y =  1 we have
5      ,      /2       ,\         A  2
Fx(p, 1) = : GA(p) =  -  -  A +  ^-  -  X) p -  -p
Because  67^(2)  =  3—4A is not  maximal,  the  local  maximum  at p =  4/(3A)—2—given
by dG\(p)/dp  =  0—is global.  This  leads to the  maximal  value  (7).
Now  it  remains  to  prove  that
F^y)<¡  + ±
for p =  2,  y G]0,1[.  This  statement  is equivalent  to
(11)  H1(y):=2yUl-(l-^jy2+1\  <^~1
for 7 =  2 —  3A G]0,1[.  Because  we already  know that  H1(y)  <  4/(2  —  7) —  7 when
y G {0,1},  it  suffices to show (11) for points  with  dH1(y)/dy  =  0.  This  leads to
(i2)  (i-ty.iziidES..
Observe  that  0  <  y  <   1  when  (12)  is  satisfied.     Squaring  inequality  (11)  and
substituting  (12)  gives  the  following  inequality:
(i3)  v      8      A     4      V *M)(¿H'-
It  remains  to  prove  (13).  A  lengthy  calculation  gives—after  multiplying  with  the
number  (2 —  7),  which  is positive—the  equivalent  version
7(2  -  7)(8  +  72)3/2  <  (4 +  27)(4  -  27 +  72)2 -  (2-  7)(8+  2O72 -  74)
=  48 -  247 -  2472 -f 2873 -  274 + 7s.
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The  right-hand  side  turns  out  to  be  positive:
48 -  247 -  2472 +  2873 -  274 +  75
>  2873  -  274 +  75 =  73(28  -  27 +  72)  >  73(26  +  72)  >  0,
so  that  equivalently,  squaring  again
72(2  -  7)2(8  +  72)3  <  (48 -  247 -  2472 +  287s  -  274 + 7s)2.
A  further  lengthy  computation  gives  the  equivalent  reformulation
78 -  277 +  1776 -  1275 -  7O74 +  18473 -  II872  -  727 +  72
=  (1 -  7)2(76  +  I674 +  2O73 -  4672 +  727 +  72)
=  (1 -  7)2(76  +  I674  +  2O73 +  2672 +  727(1  -  7) +  72) >  0,
which  is  trivially  true.  This  finishes  the  proof  of the  inequality
v  2,      1       4 |fl3-Aa2|-3  +  9T
From  our  considerations  it  follows  that  equality  holds  if b2 =  2 and  63 =  3 (so that
g is a rotation  of k),  and  if a  =  0,  p2 =  2, and  pi  =  4/(3A)  —  2; the  function
satisfies  these  conditions,  which  makes  the  result  sharp.     D
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